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SpacePark360: Geodesium Edition
An out-of-this-world theme park, with a thrill
ride at every planet in the solar system —
and music by Geodesium!
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SpacePark360: Geodesium Edition is an amazing immersive entertainment
show for fulldome theaters — an amusement park with its rides placed
throughout the solar system. It's an E-Ticket ride of astronomical proportions!
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If you're a theme park ride afficionado, you may recognize some of these
famous behemoth rides... but you probably never imagined them at such
extra-terrestrial locations.
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Audio-visual experiences like these are what make your dome theater
environment unique. Whether you choose to show all nine rides as a
standalone feature, or opt to offer a single ride as a special "encore" or
"dessert" after your main presentation, SpacePark360: Geodesium Edition
will be an unforgettable treat for audiences of all ages.
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SpacePark360: Geodesium Edition is a collaboration of two cosmically
creative companies: Dome3D and Loch Ness Productions. Each individual ride
begins on the bridge of a futuristic spaceship that's transporting you on your
tour of the solar system. The ship's monitor screens display some quick facts
about the location and the attraction; the ride is previewed as a "wire-frame"
model, so you'll get an idea of what's in store for you. The transporter doors
iris open... and away we go!
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Just one dizzying ride will provide enough stimulation for some audiences,
especially younger age groups. Ordering rides a la carte allows you to pick and
choose the ones you like best, and can provide some relief if your budget
dollars are feeling stretched.
For more adventurous programmers, the full-length show provides a unique,
new alternative to offer those late-night light show crowds looking for the
latest "eXtreme eXperience". It provides an introductory "glamour pass" of the
SpacePark360 transport ship, which then segues into the first ride, Quicksilver.
The rest of the rides follow in sequential order, but rather than having a flash
of credits at the end of each one (as the individual movies have), they're all in
one extended finale sequence, which segues from the last ride, Diablo.
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When you get the full-length show, we also provide all nine individual rides as
standalone movies in addition. This allows you the option of running an
individual ride or several on their own, without the need for programming to
excerpt them from the long feature. Licensing the complete show gives you
more scheduling options and flexibility.
SpacePark360: Geodesium Edition INDIVIDUAL RIDES

SpacePark360: Geodesium Edition 9-RIDE PACKAGE

Running time ~4:30 each ride; License term: 50 years

Running time 38:52; License term: 50 years

MOVIE SIZE

For systems projecting circles
that are:

1-YEAR
LICENSE

PRODUCT
CODE
(#= ride)

SMALL

smaller than 1300 pixels

$1,280

SPG#-S

SMALL

smaller than 1300 pixels

$6,400

SPG-S

MEDIUM

1300 to 2000 pixels
(or prewarped)

$2,400

SPG#-M

MEDIUM

1300 to 2000 pixels
(or prewarped)

$12,000

SPG-M

LARGE

2000 to 3000 pixels

$3,200

SPG#-L

LARGE

2000 to 3000 pixels

$16,000

SPG-L

X-LARGE

larger than 3000 pixels

$4,160

SPG#-X

X-LARGE

larger than 3000 pixels

$20,800

SPG-X

SLICED

sliced for multiple projectors

$5,120

SPG#-G

SLICED

sliced for multiple projectors

$25,600

SPG-G

MOVIE SIZE

For systems projecting circles
that are:

50-YEAR
LICENSE

PRODUCT
CODE

PRICES INCLUDE encoding/formatting and slicing for most fulldome systems. Contact us for details.
LOCH NESS PRODUCTIONS P. O. BOX 924 NEDERLAND, COLORADO 80466 USA
Phone: +1 303 642 7250 Fax: +1 303 642 7249 Toll-free: 1-888-4-NESSIE
Email: info@lochnessproductions.com
Web site: www.lochnessproductions.com
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